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The most widely starship class operated by the Imperial Defense Forces prior to the 
introduction of D-11/B’Rel, the Klingon F-5/Kuve class and its F-6B derivative formed the 
backbone of a naval power that for a time, appeared incapable of breaking free from its 
22nd century roots. 
 
At the dawn of the 23rd century, the IDF operated 2 principal light combatants, the D-3 class 
Light Cruiser and the Raptor class Destroyer.  Their only known ‘heavy’ class at this point was 
the D-4/D’ama class, which proved to be only a marginal improvement over D-3 (unlike 
later D-series starships).  Meanwhile, the Federation Starfleet was slowly but surely moving 
away from its primitive roots while at the same time diversifying its forces.   
 
One notable development involved the evolution of their Provisional Starfighter Force from 
a subordinate command of the Military Assault Command Organization (MACO) to a full-
fledged command in its own right, fielding the Thunderbolt class Attack Fighter.  A small, 
highly maneuverable craft armed with a trio of phase cannons and a single missile 
launcher, Thunderbolt was used to great effect during the Earth-Romulan War and 
continued to bolster the new Starfighter Command’s position as a potent fighting force. 
 
Recognizing that the Federation could, in the future, become an adversary and that 
starfighters and other such craft would almost certainly play a role in any future conflict, the 
IDF set out to modernize its forces beginning with smaller types first, primarily gunboats and 
frigates. 
 
Concerning the former, the IDF viewed gunboats in much the same way that Starfleet 
viewed corvettes, as a small, maneuverable, yet well-armed ship used for general patrol 
and escort duties.  The latter on the other hand were for all intents and purposes, the same 
as Starfleet destroyers (larger and more powerful, with extended range for patrol and fleet 
escort duties), but with different verbage.     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The G-1/Sentinel class Gunboat was where the IDF could demonstrate and refine its 
strength in mass production and fielding large numbers of a given starship.  53 meters in 
length, featuring 2 Mark VI Disruptors and a pair of drone missile launchers, nearly 2,000 of 
these were in service by 2230.  However, a limited speed (warp 2) begat a limited overall 
operating range and with the still-cumbersome deployment process, the need to move up 
the size/capability ladder became critical. 
 
Designated F-5, the IDF’s first frigate was designed from the outset with the same mass-
production principles that influenced G-1, but with expanded capabilities in mind.  
Accordingly, it was a great deal smaller than its chief Starfleet counterpart at the time, the 
Saladin class Destroyer (93m L, 26,500mT displacement vs 243m L, 95,000mT).   
 
The design was the first to reflect the new, smoother Klingon aesthetic and also to display 
commonality, using highly refined versions of the boom and command pod featured 
prominently on the D-4 class Light Cruiser.  The secondary hull however eschewed the 
flowing shapes that would lend the larger cruiser its ‘manta-ray’ profile.  Instead, it 
maintained a simple brick-shaped profile with downswept ‘wings’ angled forward giving F-5 
an aggressive look nonetheless.   
 
Given F-5’s smaller dimensions, mounting full size S-Graph warp engines almost created an 
ungainly appearance, but was necessary in order to give the ship an effective range.  An 
early version of the engine system that would go on to be used on nearly every other 
starship of this generation, they were roughly equivalent to Starfleet’s PB-30 series engines of 
the same vintage with rated speeds of warp 5 (cruising) and warp 7 (maximum) 
respectively. 
 
Taking into account lessons learned from previous encounters with Starfleet forces (and to a 
lesser extent, the Kinshaya), F-5 was surprisingly well armed for her size.  Central to her 
armament were 5 Mark V Disruptor Cannons.  These weapons, well suited for engaging 



both small craft and starships alike, were distributed more evenly across the hull—
addressing a chief criticism of D-4 that mounted no aft firing weaponry.  Two were mounted 
underneath the command pod forward while the remaining three sat on a reinforced 
platform atop the hangar bay aft.  Augmenting these were two forward-mounted Mark VI 
Heavy Disruptors intended for use against larger starships and fixed targets.  This marked the 
second time these weapons were used (after D-5 and G-1) and is widely believed to be the 
impetus for Starfleet’s development of the pulse phaser cannon that would enter service 
beginning in 2247. 
 
Providing an even heavier punch was 1 forward torpedo launcher.  As F-5 was not 
significantly larger than G-1 (that was equipped with drones instead of torpedoes), it could 
ill afford to maintain a tactically significant store of torpedoes.  It therefore became unique, 
being equipped with a launcher modified to fire both weapons. 
 
There were rumors from foreign intelligence sources, of F-5 being encountered as far back 
as 2217, but based on historical records and what is now known on Klingon shipbuilding 
practices and trends, it is estimated the class entered service around 2233.  Upon leaving 
the shipyards, these frigates received their baptism of fire almost immediately.  The Empire, 
having been embroiled in an extremely bitter conflict with the Kinshaya (later known as the 
‘Demon War’) since 2233, was squarely on the defensive. The Kinshaya held a massive 
technological edge and when combined with their single-mindedness (fighting until their 
opponents either fled, were vanquished or they themselves were defeated), were 
extremely formidable opponents.  However, it was this single-mindedness that also proved 
to be their undoing.  Unlike the Klingons, the Kinshaya had no concept of strategic defeat, 
nor did they see the value in any other tactic aside from the blitz.  The IDF therefore used 
both G-1 and F-5 to force the Kinshaya into a war of attrition via the use of hit-and-run and 
other unconventional tactics.  The heavy use of these smaller ships allowed the Klingons to 
focus on production of capital ship classes that gradually filtered into use, eventually turning 
the tide and forcing the conflict to a stalemate in 2239 after the resources of both sides 
were nearly exhausted. 
 
The IDF’s use of guided drones (roughly analogous to the guided missile weapons Starfleet 
considered obsolete) and their high rate of effectiveness led to the development of the F-
6B variant in late 2234.  Most notable among the changes when compared to the F-5 was 
the addition of a third S-Graph unit atop the hangar bay, just forward of the disruptor 
platform.  The Mark VI Heavy Disruptors and photon torpedoes were removed, internal 
volume being repurposed for expanded drone storage. 
 
Despite slow progress in addressing resource & material availability, the KDF fielded 950 F-5s 
and 390 F-6Bs by 2245 giving them a formidable frigate force.  Following the ‘Demon War’, 
they engaged the Imperial Romulan Navy in a low-level offensive, gaining valuable 
experience and helping to further enhance system integration.   
 
At the advent of the Four Years War in 2245, these frigates represented the most numerous 
type then in service.  Given the IDF’s predilection towards hit-and-run tactics, combined 
with the fact Starfleet outnumbered them in number of classes fielded (16 vs 6), standard 
imperial doctrine had these ships deployed in pairs, whether alone or when escorting larger 
ships (such as D-4).  Along with the smaller G-1, the KDF used F-5 to great effect against 
Starfleet’s logistical infrastructure.  A combination of arrogance and politics not only led to 

the cancellation of a further build group of Independence class freighters prior to the war’s 
outbreak, but also to the decision to leave their supply lines with minimal protection. 
 
Nowhere was the folly of these decisions more apparent than in the Ambush of Convoy L-
412 in April 2248.  Three separate squadrons (each comprised of 1 D-5, 2 D-4, 3 F-6B and 4 F-
5 class ships) converged upon a large convoy defended by 2 Saladin class Destroyers and 
a Loknar class Frigate.  Hopelessly outnumbered, the convoy’s escorts were destroyed, but 
only after destroying both D-4s, a F-6B and 2 F-5s.  17 freighters were destroyed in the melee 
with a further 4 captured as war prizes.   
 
By this time however, the tides of war had changed and aside from the occasional convoy 
raid, IDF assets were now squarely on the defensive.  The change in fortune was galling to 
many in the High Command, including Admiral Kamato.  Ambitious and wielding great 
influence, he had gradually secured the influence of many fleet commanders, indirectly 
coming to control an estimated 65% of the KDF’s frigate force.  Hoping to reverse the 
Empire’s declining fortunes, Kamato spearheaded the use of the toxic nerve agent 
theragen against Federation ground forces and to neutralize the crews of captured ships 
and stations.   
 
After 6 months, with only limited success, Kamato consolidated his power and seized 
command of the B-1 class Battleship Jul’Kar.  Seeing himself as the only one who could save 
the Empire, his forces assassinated Chancellor Kar’harmer in a coup attempt.  This had 
been foreseen however by Imperial Intelligence, loyalist forces forcing Kamato and his 
followers to flee.  This sapped the IDF of valuable strength, leaving only some 225 frigates 
(189 F-5s, 36 F-6Bs) that were now spread extremely thin across multiple fronts.  The further 
defection of Admiral Komex and Starfleet’s introduction of phaser-based weaponry sealed 
the KDF’s fate and the Empire was forced to sue for peace in late 2250 following the Battle 
of Kolm-An. 
 
The aftermath of the war saw the IDF regroup and rearm for their next confrontation with 
the Federation.  Despite Kamato’s machinations, as time went on, his forces became less 
and less of a threat.  By 2263, classes such as D-7 and D-18 had narrowed the gap with 
Starfleet considerably, with F-5 and F-6B production bringing their numbers close to pre-war 
levels.  The new Chancellor, Sturka, kept a firm, yet cautious hand on the High Council.  He 
was also shrewd and had a keen eye for recognizing good leadership when he saw it.  
Elevating Gorkon, son of Toq to the council was but one example.  Gorkon subsequently 
elevated two of his own allies, Lorak and Chang up through the Defense Force hierarchy, to 
the ranks of Colonel and Major respectively, making them personally responsible for putting 
an end to Kamato’s insurrection. 
 
Leveraging the IDF’s newfound strength, they oversaw a campaign that was unlike any 
other, far more bloody and vicious than their war against the Federation.  Kamato though, 
had chosen the ‘Triangle’ as his refuge and sending heavily armed capital ships into a 
region that bordered Romulan and Federation space proved to be a politically sensitive 
issue.  Enter F-5.  They were heavily used, moreso than F-6B because of their torpedo 
armament (however limited).  Due to their sheer numbers, 2 and sometimes even 3 
complete waves were sent in to an area ahead of a squadron of D-7s, which more often 
than not, were used to ‘mop up’.  Within 3 months, Kamato was dead and his bases were 
destroyed. 



 
2268 brought a number of new developments thanks to the signing of the Treaty of S’marba 
between the Klingon and Romulan Empires.  In exchange for a number of older D-6s and 3 
D-7s, the IDF received cloaking technology and an equal number of S-11 series Frigates.  
Fully warp capable, yet rated for a nominal compliment of 12, S-11 fit in between the KDF’s 
gunboats (G-1 and the new G-6) and their own Frigates.  Cloaking technology added a 
new dimension to the cold war with the Federation and for F-5, enhanced its already 
formidable capabilities. 
 
In its original configuration, cloaking technology was integrated aboard just 3 ships of the 
class, for engineering and design studies only.  Fleetwide modernization (that would 
ultimately produce the D-8/K’Tinga class, among others) was taking hold and given F-5s 
reputation, it was among the first classes to be refit.  Beginning in 2269, the design was 
heavily reworked.  It gained some 40m in length (from 92 to 132) thanks to a longer boom 
and also featured a broader ‘shroud’ over the command pod.  The secondary hull likewise 
received a great deal of attention.  It dispensed with the truncated, compartmentalized 
design in favor of one that was clean and unified.  Internally, greater habitable volume 
translated into room for a more powerful reactor core, crew berthing and weapons 
storage. 
 
Where weaponry was concerned, Klingon disruptors had advanced a great deal.  As time 
and technology advanced, the previous period’s ‘heavy’ disruptors became the new 
standard, with even more powerful heavy weapons coming into use.  By 2269, Mark VIII 
Disruptors were the standard weapons of the IDF (eclipsing the Mark VII weapons aboard 
ships such as D-7), with Mark X Heavy Disruptors equipping larger vessels such as D-8/K’Tinga 
and D-9/K’Teremny.  An increased photon torpedo loadout made up for the absence of 
heavy disruptors along with that of drone missiles (that were gradually being removed from 
all but the largest capital ships) and together with cloaking technology, F-5 became an 
even more integral part of Imperial operations.   
 
Despite the seeming ubiquity of the Romulan S-11 (which was integrated into the IKDF as 
the D-11/B’Rel class), one point many analysts and historians overlook is that F-5 was 
produced in much greater quantity and was just as widely utilized, just not as much against 
the Federation as the Romulans.  The relationship between the two empires was primarily 
one of convenience, as both sought tactical advantages that would strengthen their 
positions politically and otherwise.  When the relationship eventually soured, degenerating 
to the point of open warfare in 2271, assets that were exchanged between the two sides 
became liabilities, the advantages they provided becoming nearly useless.   
 
The IDF came out markedly worse than their counterparts in the Romulan Imperial Navy.  In 
exchange for the majority of their D-6/Raxor class battlecruisers and 3 new D-7’s (ostensibly 
for command and control purposes), they received cloaking technology and S-11’s.  The 
Romulans on the other hand could develop countermeasures and tactics to both defend 
against and defeat the unique ships while also gaining valuable intelligence and insights 
into the inner workings of the starships that formed the backbone of the IDF.  Thus, there was 
a need to maintain a separate force of ships to serve as a still-viable deterrent. 
 
Nowhere was the wisdom of such a decision more apparent than in the Battle of Klach 
D’Kel Bracht (‘The Briar Patch’) in 2272.  A Klingon Battle Group, comprising D-8/K’Tinga, D- 

 
18/Lara’atan, D-11/B’Rel along with F-5/Kuve class ships met a Romulan force of equal size 
in the ‘Briar Patch’ region.  Deploying just the V-11/Nightwing and Sunhawk class cruisers, 
the Romulans were solidly outnumbered.  Despite the Sunhawk featuring ample amounts of 
reverse-engineered Klingon technology and the heavy use of plasma based heavy 
weaponry, Romulan Imperial assets were soundly defeated. 
 
In the conflict’s aftermath, with the astro-political field returning to its uneasy cold-war 
footing, the IDF deployed 2 new destroyer classes – D-9/K’Teremny and D-14/D’esta Kar—
but otherwise concentrated the bulk of its efforts on the further development of its larger 
cruisers and patrol combatants.  In this vein, the infamous ‘Tal Taan’ offensive against 
Federation merchant shipping saw F-5 along with the E-4/Stalker and G-6/Guardian classes 
heavily deployed against assets of Starfleet’s Transport Command and their civilian 
contemporaries.   
 
At this point in time, Starfleet had no coherent border control/perimeter action strategy and 
their only response was to design and deploy ships (Soyuz, Akyazi) that wouldn’t enter 
service until after a terrible toll had already been exacted.  F-5 did eventually get a taste of 
combat against improved Starfleet capital ships after a pair of high-profile incidents 
resulted in the destruction of a total of 2 heavy cruisers (Hood, Kongo) and 2 frigates (Halk, 
Rome).   
 
Using its entire light carrier (CVL) force along with substantial destroyer and frigate assets, 
Starfleet responded to the IDF raid for raid, attack for attack and at one point, nearly 
considered mounting assaults on the Imperial bases at Kolm-An and Mastocal.  The IDF 
declined to press their luck and give Starfleet just cause however.  Recognizing their prime 
enemy’s increasing tactical superiority together with the Empire being drawn ever deeper 
into the Lyran-Hydran war (thanks to their alliance with the Lyrans), contact with Starfleet 
gradually fell back to post war levels. 
 
The destruction of Praxis and the decimation of the Klingon industrial base in 2293 forced a 
dramatic de-escalation in offensive activities and put the Empire squarely on the defensive, 
bringing to an end an era of unchecked hostility on the part of the IDF.  With resources 
squeezed and the astro-political landscape changing as it was, maintaining a large, 
standing force of frigates was not only a novelty that could be ill-afforded, but one that ran 
counter to overall Klingon strategy.  Out of the IDF’s 3 smallest starship classes, F-5 therefore, 
was the only one to not continue on into the 24th century, retired with honor in 2297. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

F-5 (F-6B)/Kuve 
Frigate 
 
2233-69 
0 
 
92m 
68m 
38m 
10 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

26,500 metric tons 
 
135 

Armament 
 
 
Defense Systems 

5 Mark V Disruptor Cannons 
2 Mark VI Disruptor Cannons 
1 Torpedo Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 31,578 terajoules 
 
Standard Monotanium Double Hull 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

F-5/Kuve (refit) 
Frigate 
 
2269-97 
0 
 
132m 
98m 
55m 
13 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

38,021 metric tons 
 
193 

Armament 
 
 
Defense Systems 

8 Mark VIII Disruptor Cannons 
2 Mark X Disruptor Cannons 
1 Torpedo Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 45,307 terajoules 
 
Standard Duranium Double Hull 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
F-5 is a bit of a game changer, marking a shift in my nomenclature and also ‘fine tuning’ existing history (as I have written it).  My move to refer to the Klingon space forces as the ‘Imperial 
Defense Forces’ or ‘IDF’ comes primarily from the Memory Beta wiki, where this is used with certain (but not all) ships/classes.  Additionally, when you see the class name and the imperial 
trefoil at the top, it’s quite obvious you’re going to be reading about a Klingon ship, so using ‘Klingon Defense Forces’ or ‘KDF’ would seem to be a bit redundant to me. 
 
The design itself comes from Star Fleet Battles (SFB), though I’m not sure where the name ‘Kuve’ came from (there, FASA or someplace else).  Drone missiles have always been a big part 
of SFB (less so, if at all in FASA) and so I could see them being a natural choice for a warship such as this.  The reason why this particular publication is a bit longer than most is due to the 
two separate image sources I’ve used.  I first ran across the design (and ‘F6B’) on DeviantART, done up in the classic TOS style by Adam Turner.  Then, I saw it again, this time by ‘atolm’ at 
Demon Renegade Studios.  Larger, with a more detailed hull, different color scheme and other refinements, it clearly stood apart from the ‘classic’ version I first spotted.  My go-to source 
from DA, Nathan Horton (‘admiral-horton’) did some excellent orthos and after looking at those and doing a bit of thinking, I decided to incorporate it as the TMP era refit version. 
 
Now I realize going into the ‘linear warp’ era, the text does get a bit redundant with regards to the technology transfer between the Klingons & Romulans and I apologize for that.  The bit 
about the Romulans initially getting the D-6 comes from ‘atrahasis’, a modeler/artist I first discovered back in the days of Starfleet Command, who produced a plethora of ortho sheets 
with brief descriptions.  I’m not sure whether the idea was his or came from SFB, but apparently during the time of the Klingon-Romulan alliance, there were 3 distinct ‘deliveries’ of Klingon 
ships made to the Romulan Imperial Navy: 
 
 -An initial delivery of D-6/Raxor class ships  
 -An initial delivery of 3 D-7/Klolode class ships, to be converted into command ships for the aforementioned D-6s 
 -A subsequent, separate delivery of D-7/Klolodes 
 
Not that it’s that pertinent to F-5 here, but I’ve gone ahead and in my own little universe, envisoned all the TOS era ships (both D-6 and D-7) as having been uprated to a common 
standard – the V-10/Nightwing class (what you see in “The Enterprise Incident”).  From there, the Romulans reverse-engineer the snot out of everything and use the acquired 
technology/knowledge etc to jumpstart their own, indigenous starship development as well as improve upon established designs (performing a bit of industrial espionage, after which 
they developed the V-11/Stormbird as a counter to the D-8/K’Tinga).  Here, it becomes quite logical as to why the Klingons would want to maintain a separate force of ships.  After giving 
away the farm, the Romulans now know pretty much all there is to know about the Klingons’ most utilized capital ship and all the technology behind it.   
 
From a historical standpoint, I didn’t go into too much detail with the Tal Taan offensive because a) I had already written a lot up to that point and b) there is comparatively little source 
information about it than I can find.  The bit about getting involved with the Lyrans just prior to the Praxis explosion is another nod to SFB, just one part of their ‘general war’. 
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